Key:
Peace Sign = Symbol for Man
Ocean = Blue Surface
Center Symbol = Mother and Child
Magic Stones = Individual Small Clay Squares
Overlapping Half Circles = Moon
Circle with Rays = Soleil, the Sun
Triangle = Symbol for Woman
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Artist Statement
So simple, yet profound: These ancient symbols are all we need to
live a peaceful life. Use them in any combination that speaks to you;
all that really matters is that we respect nature and other people’s
choices and beliefs.

The Peace Seekers

We are blessed to have such a mighty vessel to safely support us in carrying
our message of peace around the world. Surrounded by crystal clear blue water, we
live our lives gently, sharing our message of peace with all we meet.
Hoisting our sails before the sun rises, we welcome the pre-dawn breeze and
greet the rippling sea. Over the horizon we hear a drum beat, gulls appear, and we
quietly begin singing songs of peace. Soon, dolphins, whales and fish breach the
surface to frolic alongside our sloop. Through nature’s dance we are reminded to
give thanks to the water, air, wood, earth and fire for their alchemical blending
which allows our lives to be complete.
Soleil, the sun, rises to grace us with her warmth and whispers that she will
be with us today and lead us onward. Our day is filled with laughter, inquisitive
exploration and wonder as we commune with nature and trust the wind to carry us
to our next port.
As the afternoon sun begins to set, we see land ahead. People line the shore
to greet us, smiling happily as we drop our sails and anchor. Tossing out our
magical stepping stones, we make our way toward welcoming arms. We do not
speak the same language, but that matters not. No words are needed when
universal peace reigns.
They take us to the mountaintop to see the ancient symbols: Mother +
Child, Man, Woman, the Sun and the Moon are carved into a mystical labyrinth for
us to walk and ponder. Hours later we happily step back on to our trusty sloop
knowing that we have found yet another land of peace seekers.
Star-filled skies, overflowing with thousands of stars, tease our sleepy eyes
as the night breeze carries us off to dreamland once again.
May blessings abound for all who understand the journey.

